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INTRODUCTION

Not only have cryptocurrencies proven to be volatile assets in value, but also in recent years a volatile topic of discussion. Following the proliferation of blockchain technology has come international attention, and subsequently regulatory action. While the 117th Congress paid decent attention to the growing industry, there was a distinct lack of clear guidance on environmentally sustainable practices in the industry. Considering a bulk of international attention paid to blockchain centers around its environmental toll, it seems apt for federal regulatory bodies to work towards passing meaningful policy on the issue. This comes as no surprise, as it seems that a week in the crypto space is a year anywhere else. What would be recent and relevant literature on any other subject becomes obsolete in the context of blockchain and cryptocurrencies in a short period of time due to the rapidly evolving nature of the industry. As presented in this Note, with a lack of clear guidance, disparate legislation from U.S. states continues to form a patchwork approach of policy to the topic of blockchain, with notably little attention paid towards environmentally sustainable practices. While this transpires across the states, sentiments from members of the federal legislative and, most
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recently, the executive branches of government express priorities in two areas when developing policy on the matter. \(^3\)

As this Note will outline, the concerns are generally over the sustainability of cryptocurrency mining practices and the potential for blockchain innovation to benefit environmental sustainability goals. \(^4\) However, while the conversation transpires, there is no meaningful federal legislation addressing these concerns. The implementation of decentralized ledger technology in our country can be done with little to no carbon footprint and could serve to enhance environmentally sustainable practices across numerous industries. \(^5\) Decentralized ledger technology, or more specifically blockchain technology, at present is in its infancy. \(^6\) However, this infant has already facilitated a trillion-dollar cryptocurrency market. \(^7\) While many consider blockchain to be an end-all be-all solution, this may not be the case. Blockchain technology is not infinite in its uses, but it is infinitely powerful in its potential benefits. This Note begins with a general overview of blockchain technology and some of most important features of a blockchain, followed by a discussion of the international and domestic conversations and regulatory attitude towards blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies, and it concludes with discussions on the two main points at issue for government attention in passing meaningful legislation to further sustainability goals.

I. WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?

A. Blockchain’s Inception

A blockchain is a form of decentralized ledger technology, in that control of the ledger is dispersed across a network of users. \(^8\) Blockchain
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\(^6\) See, e.g., Harish Natarajan, Solvej Krause & Helen Gradstein, World Bank, DISTRIBUTED LEDGER TECHNOLOGY (DLT) AND BLOCKCHAIN IV (2017).

\(^7\) See, e.g., Hiar, supra note 3.

\(^8\) SATOSHI NAKAMOTO, BITCOIN: A PEER-TO-PEER ELECTRONIC CASH SYSTEM, BITCOIN.ORG 3 (2009).
first entered the international stage when the individual or individuals operating under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto launched Bitcoin on its own blockchain. The Bitcoin network is a decentralized peer-to-peer transaction system running based on proof-of-work protocol, meaning that it is not operated or maintained by any centralized organization. The Bitcoin white paper outlines the underlying ideology behind a decentralized currency operating based entirely on individual actor participation throughout the network. While existing finance typically requires an intermediary for any transaction between oneself and the party with whom they intend to transact, namely one’s own bank, Bitcoin eliminates the intermediary. The result is that no other party has authority over one’s personal funds but the owner, so one may send and receive funds directly between themselves and another party. Hence, the term peer-to-peer decentralized network. Bitcoin was launched with the ideology that banks are inherently unnecessary, and rather than rely on trusting an institution, one may now rely on the immutability of blockchain. While Bitcoin exists on what is called a permissionless blockchain network, there are various iterations of blockchain configurations. Not only are there different characteristics to blockchain functions such as permissioned versus permissionless versus consortium, etc., but there are also multiple types of decentralized ledger software existing today.

B. Overview of the Technology

Blockchain records transactions and other information in virtual blocks across a network of participants. Blockchain, in Bitcoin’s case for instance, operates on a consensus mechanism, meaning that records of the activity on the blockchain are distributed across the network of participants, referred to as nodes. These blocks hold a certain amount of
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information each, and, generally once filled (or in Bitcoin’s case, every ten minutes), the block is essentially fitted atop the previously completed block.20 The new block is time-stamped with the completion time of the previous block to ensure a sequential order to block generation.21 These blocks continue to stack atop each other temporally linked together through powerful cryptography into what would eventually conceptually resemble a physical chain, hence the name blockchain.22 Once added atop the previous block, the information contained within can never be altered and exists forever on the network visible to any who knows how to access it.23 They are unchangeable because of the time stamp on each block temporally linking them together, and because the data is distributed across the network of participants any discrepancies made to one version of the ledger are easily identifiable by the other participants who hold the correct ledger.24 This makes blockchain networks tamperproof, as an actor altering information on the ledger would be recognized by all on the network with the same ledger, who would recognize the data as fraudulent and lock that user out of the system.25 Because entries into the ledger cannot be altered after a block has been added, the network is referred to as immutable while also providing a level of total transparency in its display of real-time data.26 While the system is transparent, it also ensures anonymity between parties participating in the blockchain by utilizing cryptographic hash functions.27 Rather than anonymity, actions on blockchain networks are more aptly referred to as pseudonymous, as any individual can see the transactions taking place without any identifying information of those transacting.28

What began as a simple system for financial transactions is transforming into a variety of blockchain networks—the most noteworthy of which are general purpose blockchains. The most popular general purpose
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blockchain is the Ethereum network which houses not only the resident
cryptocurrency but an entire constantly evolving virtual ecosystem with
far more uses than just financial. The complexity of these networks con-
tinues to grow and scale from day to day, and considering the relative
infancy of this technology, it is no overstatement to say that this is only
the tip of the iceberg.

C. What Are Cryptocurrencies?

Cryptocurrencies in a general sense are a form of digital currency
that exist as a chain of digital signatures, backed by the immutability
and safety of blockchain technology. This can be accomplished through
the use of time-stamped transactions based on a distributed verification
system made possible by blockchain technology, solving the double-spend
problem with virtual currencies. Critics of cryptocurrencies may posit
the irrationality of trusting a computer software with no centralized body
supporting it with one’s finances. However, the reality is that most U.S.
dollars in circulation exist virtually, and, of these virtual transactions,
trillions of dollars are stolen per year in hack attacks. The decentral-
ized finance system, since October 2020, has had between twenty and one
hundred billion dollars locked into staking, yield farming, and lending
services. Comparatively, decentralized finance on blockchain networks,
while not without minor flaws, protects an individual’s virtual currency
to a higher degree than existing technology. While yearly hacks of existing
tech account for trillions lost, yearly hacks of blockchain networks total
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in the single-digit billions per year. Cryptocurrencies began as a method for anonymous payment but have since proliferated into an international phenomenon spurring some countries to accept certain coins as legal currency. Private organizations across the country are also beginning to accept cryptocurrency payment for services and products. Each cryptocurrency resides on a respective blockchain network. For instance, Bitcoin’s blockchain software is still largely unchanged since its launch, yet other cryptocurrency projects are working to provide additional features with their currency unique to their blockchain. For example, ZCash and Monero are both projects working to ensure the greatest level of anonymity in transactions.

D. Mining on a Proof of Work Consensus Protocol

Why would anyone participate in these systems, giving their time and resources to ensure the proper function of blockchain networks? The answer is simple: for every completed block in the network and validated transaction, the validating node receives a certain amount of the cryptocurrency native to their respective blockchain. This process is referred to as cryptocurrency mining, as each node lends its processing power to

37 See Smart Contract Security and the Biggest DeFi Hacks of 2021, PONTEM RES. CTR. (July 27, 2021), https://pontem.network/posts/smart-contract-security-and-the-biggest-defi-hacks-of-2021 [https://perma.cc/T2GJ-SQXJ]. It is important to note that these “hacks” are not of the blockchain networks themselves, but rather exploitations of blockchain adjacent technology such as smart contracts which contain transparent coding errors. However, since their proliferation, the number of these breaches has continued to increase.
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validation of each block for payment in that blockchain’s resident cryptocurrency. The result is an energy intensive process that validates each transaction on the blockchain network. In Bitcoin’s case, there are now tens of thousands of transactions per day, which each must be recorded and validated across the network. Essentially, the more powerful the hardware, the greater the number of transactions can be processed at the expense of energy.

Subsequently, the more transactions validated, and blocks completed, the more a node will receive in payment of the respective cryptocurrency. These participating nodes also have a general say in changes and upgrades to the system. Bitcoin now being dispersed to over more than 100,000 nodes internationally results in a massive community vote mitigating the ability for one person or group of people to have more authority over the system than another.

This system is referred to as proof of work protocol, and while it is not the only consensus mechanism, it is the one most apt to creating a truly decentralized network. It is referred to as “proof of work,” as each node in the network works to figure out a complex cryptographic puzzle to find a specific number, called a nonce. The nonce is a number with over a dozen zeros following it, so each computer algorithmically searches for this number by running it, in some cases millions of times. Hence the name “proof of work.” Running through these numbers is a computationally challenging process, and it gets more challenging the larger the network.

E. Smart Contracts

First proposed in the 1990s by Nick Szabo, smart contracts are automatically executing contracts attached to an agreement by all involved
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parties coded to execute upon predetermined terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{55} While the idea for smart contracts has existed for decades, until the creation of blockchain technology, there has never been a software capable of operationalizing smart contracts to the capacity presented by Szabo.\textsuperscript{56} Paired with the immutability and transparency of blockchain networks, smart contract use is now possible across various industries with a broader functionality.\textsuperscript{57} However, the name is somewhat of a misnomer. Smart contracts are neither smart nor traditional contracts.\textsuperscript{58} The capabilities of smart contracts at present are only useful when transacting based on objective information; however, they are improving with the goal of eventually being able to address more subjective scenarios with accuracy.\textsuperscript{59} Smart contracts have the potential to make many non-specialized legal jobs redundant by automating the execution of boilerplate contracts.\textsuperscript{60}

A common example of a smart contract is the ERC-20 protocol on the Ethereum network.\textsuperscript{61} ERC stands for “Ethereum Request for Comment,” and first emerged as a smart contract issuing protocol in 2015.\textsuperscript{62} Programmers utilize this open source protocol to launch their own cryptocurrency token on the Ethereum blockchain, as it defines a “common list of rules that all fungible Ethereum tokens should adhere to.”\textsuperscript{63} In short, this smart contract is the standard that cryptocurrencies launched on the Ethereum blockchain must follow. Once confined to on-chain transactions, the advent of hybrid smart contracts and oracle networks enable connection not only to other blockchains, but also to off-chain sites and
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services, already yielding a massive benefit for scalability and functionality. With the addition of immutability, smart contracts can safely assess the status of a transaction and automatically take actions, such as releasing a payment, recording ledger entries, and flagging exceptions in need of manual intervention.

The organization Chainlink is working to increase functionality of smart contracts through oracle networks. These oracles are programs existing on top of the blockchain allowing for rapid and secure transmission of information between the blockchain and off-chain services/sites. While nascent at present, oracle networks and hybrid smart contracts present implications on features of traditional transactions locally, nationally, and internationally.

II. POLICY DISCUSSION AND CONSIDERATIONS

A. The 117th Congress

Over the past year, there have been twenty-five bills introduced regarding blockchain and/or cryptocurrency by the 117th Congress, most of which gained little traction and did not pass. While not all became governing law, each bill combined presents a clear image for the desires of lawmakers for the future of blockchain innovation and cryptocurrency proliferation. For instance, the Blockchain Promotion Act of 2021 specifically articulated the need for government attention towards this area of technology, to explore potential use cases for enhancing efficiency in the federal government. Other acts call for greater regulatory clarity to ensure that blockchain innovation in the United States is not stifled by cumbersome regulations.
Other regulations were aimed at more ambitious projects, such as the creation of a digital dollar and federally distributed cryptocurrency wallets.\textsuperscript{72} Being that there is widespread interest in regulatory guidance in cryptocurrency, the United States can work now to establish a regulatory framework which would ensure its dominance globally over cryptocurrency and blockchain innovation.\textsuperscript{73} Considering the United States’ unique position at present as the country with the most resident Bitcoin miners, regulators should take heed of the international attention on the technology and leverage this advantage.\textsuperscript{74} This Note posits that the proliferation of blockchain technology in public use stands to revolutionize efficiency in various industries but should begin with attention towards environmental compliance and sustainability goals in two categories.

Amidst these calls for legislative action is concern by lawmakers and industry leaders over the increasing energy demands associated with major cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and blockchain technology generally.\textsuperscript{75} To evaluate the environmental impact of blockchain and cryptocurrency, in January 2022, Congress began investigations and has since held some hearings on the topic.\textsuperscript{76} While many in the international community responded to concerns by outright banning cryptocurrency, it is important to distinguish between the different types of blockchain networks and consensus mechanisms used in operating these systems.\textsuperscript{77} The international conversation around environmental harms by cryptocurrency is primarily geared towards the proof of work consensus mechanism, and most notably the Bitcoin and Ethereum networks.\textsuperscript{78}

\textbf{B. International Point of Controversy}

For several years, China held the title of cryptocurrency mining capital of the world, with only five mining pools accounting for over half of the total processing power (hash rate) dedicated to Bitcoin mining through early 2021.\textsuperscript{79} This was the case for many years prior as well,
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until June 2021, when China set out a ban on all domestic cryptocurrency mining operations, citing in part the environmental impacts of Bitcoin and the energy demands of the network.\textsuperscript{80} Ironically enough, this resulted in a flight of cryptocurrency miners into other nearby countries evidenced by hash rate changes, such as Kazakhstan, where the mining operations were fueled by the nation’s reliance on coal power plants and non-renewable energy.\textsuperscript{81} Prior to China once again banning cryptocurrencies, the two largest mining communities resided in two Chinese cities which suffered from an infrastructural issue due to overproduction of hydroelectric power.\textsuperscript{82} However, given the massive coal mining industry in China, the environmental concerns derived from the notion that much of the processing power comes from coal-sourced energy.\textsuperscript{83} According to the Law Library of Congress, eight other countries have since followed suit, not only banning mining operations, but banning cryptocurrency outright.\textsuperscript{84} Oddly enough, while it is difficult to give an exact estimation of Bitcoin miner locations, it is clear that this ban did not eliminate all of China’s hashing power.\textsuperscript{85} Following the ban, the total hashing power of Chinese miners decreased somewhere in the area of 20% of the total global hash rate.\textsuperscript{86}

Another country of note, weighing in on the conversation is Russia, who one month released statements citing, in part, the energy cost concerns of cryptocurrencies and cryptocurrency mining operations, alluding to a potential ban in the future.\textsuperscript{87} Just one month later, it was
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confirmed that the Russian legislature was working on draft legislation to do the exact opposite, and the legislature recognized some cryptocurrencies as legal tender in the country.88

Cryptocurrency mining has also seen substantial attention in the European Union (“EU”), with many citing concerns over mining operations inhibiting EU members’ abilities to achieve sustainability goals such as carbon neutrality within the coming decades.89 The European Securities Markets Authority warned of the potentially high environmental costs of allowing for cryptocurrency mining to continue, calling for outright proof-of-work mining bans across EU member states.90 Most recent in the news is the narrowly avoided proof-of-work mining language included in draft legislation to provide regulatory guidance on cryptocurrency.91 The Markets in Crypto Assets bill, prior to early March 2022, included language which would not only outlaw all types of proof-of-work mining operations, but a broad range of cryptocurrency-based activities.92 Recognizing the poor tailoring, they struck this language from the bill and moved it forward without any ban on proof-of-work mining.93 Aside from the close call with overbroad language, the European Commission deemed blockchain “transformative for the decades to come” and is looking to ensure Europe leads the way in blockchain innovation.94 The European Commission has taken part in several initiatives in 2021, to work towards developing blockchain solutions such as the European Blockchain Partnership and the European Blockchain
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Promoting its “gold standard” for blockchain development, the European Commission is looking to place the EU at the forefront of blockchain innovation and environmental sustainability is at the top of the list. This standard addresses blockchain innovation strategies centered around, for instance, environmental sustainability, cybersecurity, and interoperability between networks. While the United States continues to struggle with cryptocurrencies, the EU seems to have recognized that cryptocurrencies are no longer the most interesting facet of blockchain technology, instead taking aim at blockchain innovation generally. All in all, while not without its concerns, the EU generally is leagues ahead of the United States in terms of blockchain innovation and policy.

Experts in the UN have released literature attesting to both the environmental concerns presented by the proliferation of blockchain, as well as the substantial benefits that widespread adoption could present towards environmental sustainability. Along with institutional attention, more than sixty-five non-profit organizations openly encouraged Congress to consider the environmental impacts of crypto mining when drafting new laws. In summation, cryptocurrency and blockchain technology is receiving substantial attention internationally for a myriad of reasons, with one of the most notable being the environmental costs associated with wide-scale adoption of the technology. It is essential at the outset to attend to these environmental concerns with viable solutions facilitating industry growth, while rectifying potential costs.

C. State to State Patchwork Legislation

Following the ban on mining operations in China, the United States took the spot as the country providing the greatest amount of processing...
power to the Bitcoin network. With this came heightened levels of congressional scrutiny over the environmental impacts of this technology, and considerations over how best to regulate the space. Senator Elizabeth Warren has been one of the most vocal critics of cryptocurrency in the 117th Congress, in large part citing the environmental considerations behind mining. Warren sent letters requesting environmental footprint information from a New York–based Bitcoin mining operation, Greenridge Energy, as well as letters to six other mining companies raising concerns over the high energy toll of their operations. These letters, to New York specifically, came on the heels of energy providers, like Greenridge, who utilize portions of the power they produce to mine Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. Concerns arise when considering that one of the mining operations uses natural gas to power their processors and anticipates expanding their operations in years to come. The financial appeal of cryptocurrency mining with excess energy production also drew attention from one of New York’s oldest hydroelectric plants, which cites greater profits in mining cryptocurrency with the renewable energy they produce than selling it. It follows as no surprise that New York state is one of the most active states in proposing legislation targeting cryptocurrency mining practices.

In general, not many states have imposed direct regulations on Bitcoin mining. The general assumption from state to state is that if crypto ownership is legal, then mining is legal as well. In terms of flat-out regulations, it seems that what is commonly referred to as a patchwork
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regulatory approach is forming. This patchwork is notably devoid of environmental considerations barring a few exceptions, instead paying substantial attention to the financial considerations around cryptocurrency and blockchain. But mentioning the breadth of legislative attention to this burgeoning industry from states is essential in understanding the environmental considerations to make as blockchain continues to proliferate. In 2021 alone, thirty-three states and Puerto Rico had pending blockchain-related legislation, with seventeen states enacting legislation or adopting resolutions. Some states went further than others; Arizona created a blockchain and cryptocurrency study committee, and Kentucky created a new section of existing legislation defining terms related to the commercial mining of cryptocurrency using blockchain technology. Wyoming is beginning to solidify itself as a cryptocurrency safe haven, with some of the most innovative and comprehensive legislation adopted. This legislation includes the creation of a staking program and advisory council, making state registration available for decentralized autonomous organizations and provides for matching funds related to carbon capture.

Only the New York legislature has been active in proposing legislation on mining operations. One bill which just recently died in the Assembly after almost three years aimed to establish a moratorium on cryptocurrency mining centers providing that operation of a mining center shall only be authorized following completion of environmental impact statements. SB 6584 on the other hand proposes that the New York Energy Research and Development Authority conduct a study on powering crypto mining facilities with renewable energy. While these were just proposals, they illuminate a concern that has been emerging on a global scale in which clear regulatory guidance could provide peace of mind. Even some local governments in the past few years have taken it upon themselves to regulate cryptocurrency mining in their
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municipalities. Across the country in a far less densely populated state, Missoula County, Montana, crafted new regulations making it one of the first localities to enact legislation on cryptocurrency mining. The legislation would require equivalent amounts of renewable energy to be developed or bought to the amount of energy consumed by mining operations. While local officials indicated their intention was not to prohibit the industry in the county, this resulted in a large mining organization, Hyperblock, entering bankruptcy amid the Bitcoin price dip at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

D. Federal Attention

Along with the numerous bills geared towards establishing regulatory guidance on cryptocurrency and blockchain innovation proposed in 2021 in Congress and in various states, the House Committee on Energy and Commerce’s Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations held a hearing discussing externalities of crypto mining. While the opinions of experts on the panel differed in ways, there seemed to be a consensus in looking for energy efficient alternatives to guide the industry forward. Held on January 20, 2022, this meeting explored topics such as blockchain and its energy consumption impacts on the climate, how cryptocurrency mining can affect utilities management of energy resources and price of electricity, and how to find a balance between green energy goals and economic development of blockchain. The discussion largely focused on proof-of-work cryptocurrency networks, namely Ethereum and Bitcoin, and how to make them more environmentally sustainable. Potential solutions arose in two primary categories: utilizing renewable energy, or turning to other blockchain networks that use lower energy-consuming consensus mechanisms. Experts on the panel suggested the benefits that mining operations could have on the renewable energy industry, as
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well as the area of using much of the energy production that goes to waste each year. Overall, it was apparent that Congress is interested in two sustainability priorities following this hearing: sustainable cryptocurrency mining and the benefits blockchain can yield in working towards sustainability goals.

Most recently, President Biden released an executive order on blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, paying attention to the desire for technological innovation, while also ensuring mitigation of environmental impact. This order, among many other things, requires reports from different government agencies evaluating the potential for the technology to impede or advance efforts to tackle climate change, at home and abroad, as well as its potential environmental costs. These reports should specifically address blockchain’s potential use for monitoring or mitigating its impacts on climate, such as the exchanging of liabilities, and implications for energy policy relating to grid management and reliability. In sum, this executive order echoed the sentiments expressed by the congressional hearing on blockchain’s environmental impacts setting out two main goals. First, this Note will evaluate blockchain’s environmental impacts, which most certainly refers to the energy-intensive potential for proof-of-work mining. Second, this Note will evaluate of how blockchain technology can benefit environmental sustainability goals.

E. Summary

As displayed in this section, there is a displayed interest in regulation of the blockchain and cryptocurrency industry generally on a local, state, federal, and international level. While few substantive pieces of regulation on the area exist, the space is subject to growth in a patchwork approach across the states. Being that few states attend to the growing environmental concerns of blockchain, and more towards its financial potential, broad federal attention could be essential to establish
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a framework for this industry to advance while attending to sustainability priorities. Following the federal attention towards the industry, two main points of consideration on the environmental front appear in both congressional language and executive branch guidance.\footnote{Id.}

First, it is necessary to limit the environmental impact of proof-of-work mining operations without stifling those operating in the industry of cryptocurrency mining. It is imperative that this guidance is based on accurate information and proposes nuanced solutions as opposed to outright bans as seen by actions from states and other nations. Secondly, there is considerable interest in the ways that advancements in blockchain technology can work to benefit achieving sustainability goals.\footnote{Id.} While this technology appears in some literature as being inherently flawed in that it is highly energy intensive, as previously discussed, this is simply no longer the universal truth.\footnote{See Christopher Felton, With Great Power Comes Great (Eco) Responsibility—How Blockchain is Bad for the Environment, GEO. ENV. L.R. BLOG (Apr. 6, 2019), https://www.law.georgetown.edu/environmental-law-review/blog/with-great-power-comes-great-eco-responsibility-how-blockchain-is-bad-for-the-environment/ [https://perma.cc/QWP6-K5MF].} Advancements and innovation in blockchain are already proving to yield potential benefits towards sustainability goals across industries but most notably in supply chains and environmental monitoring.\footnote{Id.} The following section addresses the first of the environmental considerations, the real impact of proof-of-work mining primarily from the perspective of the Bitcoin network, as well as areas for regulatory solutions to mitigate environmental costs without banning the practice.

III. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PROOF-OF-WORK MINING AND HOW IT CAN BENEFIT THE RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKET

A. The Environmental Impact of Bitcoin Proof-of-Work Mining

This section sets out to outline the energy costs of proof-of-work mining through the example of the Bitcoin network and explain how regulatory guidance could leverage the U.S. position in the Bitcoin mining community to maximize efficiency of the country’s renewable energy grid, while also dispelling some common misconceptions of Bitcoin’s environmental impact. There are a few concerns when it comes to Bitcoin proof-of-work
mining generally, one in the amount of energy consumed and another in the type of energy used. In general, while energy usage is high, the tangible negative impact on climate change and the environment is low.\textsuperscript{144} To recap, the high energy toll of the Bitcoin blockchain derives from the proof-of-work consensus mechanism.\textsuperscript{145} The cryptographic puzzle will only increase in difficulty as more participants enter the network.\textsuperscript{146} However, crypto-miners’ implicit interest lies in being as electrically efficient as possible, considering energy consumption is their main expense after the initial investment into hardware.\textsuperscript{147} They generally pursue renewables like solar, wind, hydropower, and non-renewable energy that would have otherwise been wasted.\textsuperscript{148} Prior to China’s ban on cryptocurrency mining, the two largest mining communities in the world centralized in cities with an overabundance of hydroelectric energy.\textsuperscript{149} Early research on the environmental costs of Bitcoin mining was rife with criticism; however, a common error in these papers was to conflate carbon footprint directly with quantity of energy consumption.\textsuperscript{150} There are two factors that influence carbon footprint: energy consumption and the type of fuel consumed.\textsuperscript{151} These findings therefore did not accurately reflect Bitcoin’s carbon footprint, as they did not account for forms of renewable fuel.\textsuperscript{152}

The Cambridge University Center for Alternative Finance (“CCAF”) provides data on Bitcoin’s electrical toll but concedes that it is generally impossible to determine exactly how much energy Bitcoin mining uses because there are many unknown variables.\textsuperscript{153} The CCAF estimates a broad range between 34 and 351 TWh (Terawatt hours) per year, their best estimate being around 94 TWh per year as of August 29, 2021.\textsuperscript{154} As of March 2022, the CCAF estimates that the Bitcoin network will consume an average of approximately 134 TWh per year.\textsuperscript{155} Given that the
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total global energy use provided by the International Energy Agency is around 167,000 TWh per year, Bitcoin’s energy consumption equates to less than one-thousandth of global energy consumed.\textsuperscript{156} To compare it to a longstanding industry, aluminum smelting alone uses around 1,020 TWh of electricity per year, roughly ten times that of the Bitcoin network.\textsuperscript{157} The United States alone sees around 2,000 TWh of energy wasted each year, with 206 TWh of electricity produced by powerplants that never reaches customers.\textsuperscript{158} While the actual estimates vary dramatically, it is likely that the Bitcoin mining energy grid is also far cleaner than the average power grid. Estimates for the percentage of miners using renewable energy range from the high thirties to over seventy percent of the whole industry running on renewable energy.\textsuperscript{159} Research from the University of Cambridge shows that renewable energy share of Bitcoin mining pools is up to as high as seventy-eight percent, with the largest share generally sustained by hydroelectric power.\textsuperscript{160}

It is popular among Bitcoin opponents to make the blanket claim that Bitcoin miners use as much electricity as a small country, such as Argentina.\textsuperscript{161} However, these estimates generally do not include the country’s total energy consumption.\textsuperscript{162} For example, Argentina consumed eighty megatons of oil in 2018, which equates to over seven times the TWh of the current Bitcoin network estimate.\textsuperscript{163} So while claiming Bitcoin mining uses as much electricity as a small nation may technically be true based on a limited sample set, it simply does not provide a complete picture.\textsuperscript{164} Some older literature considered Bitcoin network energy consumption numbers in a vacuum, but when viewed in a broader perspective, it is
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simply not as impactful as much early literature anticipated. The same literature also generally assessed from the assumption that Bitcoin mining operations were largely fueled by the coal industry considering the low cost of power. The CCAF, in assuming the worst possible scenario for mining operations, being that they were exclusively powered by dirty energy like coal, would still only account for roughly .35% of the world’s yearly emissions. Additionally, much early research should be taken with a grain of salt, considering that even critical literature conceded that predictions on crypto mining’s environmental impact “varies wildly from study to study.” While the earlier research raised some important initial considerations, as the technology improves and the industry proliferates, those concerns generally fade in the wake of innovation. As already mentioned, a week in the crypto space is a year anywhere else.

While anyone can purchase a processor to begin mining cryptocurrency like Bitcoin, at this point it would simply be financially imprudent for the average user. In the early days of the Bitcoin network, solo mining operations were feasible and popular, but as mining pools entered the scene, the computational challenge increased. Mining pools, simply put, are virtual groups in which individuals can join, typically for a cost, and lend out their processing power to search a specific range of numbers for the nonce. If two individuals took part, then the software would
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split the range of numbers to search between each party, increasing the likelihood of one finding the nonce quickly. The likelihood of finding increases as difficulty decreases the number of individuals taking part in the network. In most cases, if successful in validating a block the reward would be distributed across the network of processing power providers. With mining pools came large mining operations, known as Bitcoin mining farms, which work to achieve the same as pools but by splitting up the processing requirement across a series of their own processors. Hence why it is now imprudent for an individual to attempt to participate in solo Bitcoin mining as they are up against hundreds of thousands of nodes with millions invested in processing equipment. These farms are what pose the greatest environmental concern and are what industry leaders and regulators are largely discussing when evaluating environmental concerns. This equipment takes a lot of electricity to run, and the more processors per farm, the greater the electrical toll on the associated grid.

B. Regulatory Solutions and the U.S. Energy Market

Regulation of cryptocurrency mining does not implicitly entail limitation of mining operations but instead leaves the door open for innovate nuanced solutions to ensure that blockchain innovation and tax revenue from mining operations remain firmly rooted in the United States. The solutions would look towards mitigating environmental cost and utilizing the United States’ massive amount of wasted energy resources. If done so properly, blockchain could be a means to accelerate the use of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. The technology dictates that as network participation grows the energy toll will
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subsequently increase as well. So, it is imperative to devise a present solution to prepare for more widespread adoption as more individuals, nations, and private institutions continue stepping into the Bitcoin space.

A regulatory solution lies in stranded energy, or energy produced but not consumed, therefore going to waste. Renewable resources are most susceptible to this phenomenon, most notably wind and solar power, which operate on what’s referred to as a duck-worth curve. A duck-worth curve refers to the variations in production of wind and solar power during different times of day. In the United States, for example, three U.S. electricity markets have seen a delay in solar and wind, with nearly half of the total wind and solar energy produced, and without leaps and bounds in solar/wind batteries, this is unlikely to change. Incentivizing cryptocurrency miners generally with environmental sustainability tax credits for those utilizing wind and solar energy is a viable short-term solution to these energy concerns. A general incentive to centralize around these areas already exists, considering the Levelized Cost of Energy (“LCOE”) for solar and wind has fallen ninety percent and seventy-one percent respectively in the past decade. According to one estimate, the unsubsidized cost of solar and wind energy are around three to four cents and two to five cents per kilowatt hour, respectively. The general misconception is fear over Bitcoin mining operations depriving a family of the energy they need. This is not currently and would not be the case in the future if implemented properly and could have the side effect of centralizing blockchain innovators around areas of surplus renewable energy. These concerns are generally moot in most instances where solar and wind power are developed, which have limited transmission capacity, with few users nearby to utilize the energy produced.
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In the first ever congressional hearing on the environmental impact of cryptocurrency and blockchain, experts raised this consideration when questioned about solutions to environmental concerns of large mining operations. In John Belizaire’s testimony, he proposed an interesting solution that utilization of the wasted energy produced by renewable resources across the nation, could in a sense supercharge the renewable energy industry. These resources typically go to waste because of the natural limitations of wind and solar power, and while there is no viable way to store that energy, transference to computing power would act as a “better battery.” Because mining operations can be turned on and off easily, coordinating on time with natural changes in energy production is plausible. Additionally, the portability of mining operations could benefit the ability to locate areas based on underused energy transmission and distribution. There are genuine concerns with this approach, namely that it is not pragmatic to assume large mining operations will relocate or choose these locations. The reason being that relocation and centralizing around these renewable sources would be expensive, and considering the volatility of Bitcoin, it may seem financially imprudent for companies to invest in this manner. But this argument could fall short when considering the relative ease in portability of Bitcoin mining operations and the enormous incentives in the form of cheap and readily accessible energy sources. The logic of this critique implies that few large bitcoin operations would exist considering the high upfront cost of equipment. This type of transitory behavior was present in China when cryptocurrency mining was still legal, as most miners would switch to hydroelectric power during seasons with heavy rain but then revert to coal powered electricity afterwards. Because the only operating expense is electricity,
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there is enormous incentive to seek out cheaper and more abundant sources. Not only is there incentive, but industries also have an interest in renewables. This is evidenced for instance by the cryptocurrency organizations Argo and DMG contracting to launch a new Bitcoin mining pool operating exclusively on renewable energy.

Currently, Texas is leading the charge on the Bitcoin mining front, with multiple large Bitcoin mining operations now moving to Texas for the state’s renewable energy surplus. State legislators are expressing excitement over the potential for Bitcoin mining to assist in fueling the renewable energy industry, while also receiving value from their production of renewables that would have been otherwise unusable. On the topic of Texas, developing technology is working to capture natural gas waste produced by oil fields that is typically burned, releasing methane emissions into the atmosphere. This technology would be able to capture this waste and convert it into electricity for Bitcoin mining operations, reducing emissions twenty-four-fold comparatively to venting the methane. This technology is certainly promising, but it follows with concerns over the potential for a Bitcoin price crash, which would make these projects less financially pragmatic.

C. Fitting Bitcoin Mining into Existing Environmental and Regulatory Frameworks

There are a handful of regulatory avenues with which to approach this renewable energy solution. There are critiques of some government agencies for mismanaging the definitions and labeling of cryptocurrency miners, so while mined cryptocurrency is taxed as revenue, miners do not fall under the regulatory scope of a government body like Financial Crimes
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Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”). FinCEN had the opportunity to regulate and license cryptocurrency miners if labeled as money transmitters for instance, in which case it would have greater regulatory scrutiny over the domestic operations of large mining farms. In a general sense, given the data and arguments set forth in this Note, it is feasible for a regulatory framework based on renewable energy tax credits. An additional incentive could derive from direct carbon taxation. While it would be difficult to identify individual miners for this tax, large mining operations are much more easily identified.

Another regulatory body that could play a role in working towards environmental sustainability of cryptocurrency mining is the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). If bitcoin were labeled a security, the SEC could have greater authority over the regulatory future of the industry and a more direct role in the environmental and energy goals of the industry. The SEC could take this role in a variety of ways, such as using its authority to disclose the environmental impact of mining operations or impose regulations working to reduce said impact. Bitcoin and Ethereum may be outside of the SEC’s regulatory purview, however, there is still the opportunity to enforce some environmental standards on new cryptocurrencies entering the market. While this may not be an ideal scenario, considering the attention given by state legislation towards the financial aspects of cryptocurrencies, guidance from the SEC may be a viable solution to form a path for the developing patchwork.

Given the discussion around environmentally sustainable regulatory solutions, it is time to move past the typical bad press equating proof-of-work mining to blockchain generally as a technology. In line with the second of the two federal interests presented by this Note towards blockchain technology, regulators can leverage innovation in the space to work towards
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several environmental sustainability goals across various industries. With proper guidance, different industries may begin the transition—as many already have—to monitoring with blockchain technology solutions, be it utilizing a public network or a private consortium for their efficiency. In short, not only are these environmental concerns rectifiable on the proof-of-work front, but the are also now for many reasons not relevant. Federal regulatory attention towards the innovations in blockchain technology must now recognize that proof-of-work mining—and environmental concerns stemming from it—is not synonymous with blockchain generally.

IV. BLOCKCHAIN FOR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS—MITIGATING CONCERNS OVER THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY, ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, REGULATORY COMPLIANCE, AND SUPPLY CHAINS

A. Environmentally Sustainable Blockchain Development

Not all blockchains are created equal, and few are the same as the first. Ethereum’s introduction in 2013 marked the beginning of the development race towards improving blockchain technology past its initial purposes.213 This section sets out to discuss the environmental considerations around emerging blockchain-based solutions and cryptocurrencies geared towards sustainability and the ways in which the technology can assist in achieving sustainability goals, thus, addressing one of the considerations set for by legislators and the recent executive order. The reality seems to be that most blockchain innovators are renewable energy oriented.214 There is a collective goal by industry leaders to make the industry entirely green within the next few years and have a zero-carbon footprint by 2030.215 As it follows, to ensure continued innovation in blockchain technology, narrowly tailored regulatory goals towards environmental sustainability are necessary in ensuring innovation in areas of the blockchain space that do not pose a threat but stand to benefit sustainability.

How to integrate regulatory guidance in a fashion that ensures healthy proliferation of the blockchain space and traditional businesses interested in deploying blockchain technology is the question. These aforementioned energy-efficient options make blockchain solutions in various industries a viable and much more efficient alternative to the existing data storage structures in wide use. This holds the most truth in the supply chain space, where blockchain technology could yield the most benefits for organizations on a variety of fronts. Most notably, blockchain deployment stands to better environmental compliance and general regulatory compliance in supply chains. The enhanced record-keeping capabilities of these networks and real-time monitoring of each aspect of the supply chain at any point in time throughout the cycle presents an unparalleled means for achieving environmental compliance.

All but the entirety of international considerations around the environmental impact of blockchain networks center around the discussion of the proof-of-work consensus mechanism to ensure security and immutability of the network. With recent developments in the technology, however, emerging consensus mechanisms can effectively achieve the same goals without the high energy toll. The proof-of-stake consensus mechanism, for instance, differs in that, instead of investing in equipment to process transactions, the amount of the resident cryptocurrency of the blockchain network locked into a network determines processing and validation. A switch to proof-of-stake would decrease energy cost by around 99.99% comparatively to a proof-of-work network, allowing anyone with a laptop to run a node if staking that resident cryptocurrency. Ethereum, the second largest proof-of-work and second largest blockchain network, intends on switching to proof-of-stake to reduce its energy consumption, of which a suspected 99.99% decrease will follow. At present, a variety of other blockchain networks already utilize proof-of-stake. Namely, Solana, Avalanche, Cardano, and Cosmos all rely on proof-of-stake for reaching consensus. The system functions by allowing any individual to put money into the system, referred to as staking, to participate
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This functionality is made possible by smart contracts, which act as the mechanism locking in the funds for a set period of time and for that time granting validating rights to the user. Just as proof-of-work rewards for investment into processing equipment, proof-of-stake rewards for investing financially, as users typically hope to receive large returns that vary wildly, but generally fall into the range of 7% to 1,000%.

Following heightened international scrutiny, organizations arose looking to work towards environmental sustainability goals across the blockchain industry. For instance, the Crypto Climate Accord (“CCA”), “inspired by the Paris Climate Agreement, the CCA is a private sector–led initiative for the entire crypto community focused on decarbonizing the crypto and blockchain industry.” New reports from the United Nations Environment Programme and Social Alpha Foundation look to evaluate how blockchain can work to expand access to energy in developing nations due to greater accuracy in energy monitoring, generation, and distribution through blockchain’s efficient use of data. But these reports ultimately suggest that “policymakers also need to adjust regulations to spur the development of future energy systems while mitigating environmental risks.” Additional assessment from the UN addresses blockchain and cryptocurrencies potentially powerful role in sustainable development. This role would be due primarily to the technologies’ transparency and resistance to tampering and fraud, providing a trusted and verifiable record of transactions and data.

B. Blockchain for Environmental Monitoring and Industry Optimization

Blockchain can work to accelerate climate centric action in areas such as transparency for environmental monitoring, climate financing, and clean energy markets. Combining the concept of blockchain networks
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with smart cities, additional considerations arise in setting forward this technology in a low cost and high-efficiency manner. The city of Miami is already taking advantage of this technology by partnering with the French company Planetwatch, which has developed different types of sensors to be used in conjunction with the Algorand blockchain network. The mayor of Miami attests that “when linked into a network, they will benefit residents and city officials by analyzing where pollution levels are the highest.” The sensors will record this data on the Algorand blockchain, making the information tamperproof and permanently, publicly accessible in real time on a carbon-negative blockchain network. This domestic example displays the value of transparency in networks; with the right type of technology deployed, any organization or municipality can accurately track any type of environmentally relevant features. Policy surrounding deployment of technology of this nature could become as particularized as to subsidize environmental sensors to monitor temperature and humidity of concrete.

Aside from tracking, blockchain-based platforms like CarbonX work to turn reductions in greenhouse gas emissions into a cryptocurrency to be bought and sold, providing incentives for making more sustainable choices. Publicly accessible information on different organizations’ sustainability practices could provide an enormous incentive, along with the cryptocurrency itself, to encourage sustainability across different industries. Other projects such as the Carbon Utility Token (“CUT”) are looking towards the same goals of transparency and sustainability, working to provide a network to help corporations manage their carbon allowances. In this system, each purchased CUT provides funding for
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investments in carbon capture and offsetting programs to work towards crypto carbon neutrality.  

C. **Supply Chain Sustainability Goals**

Arguably the industry most primed for disruption by blockchain technology is the global supply chain. Consumers and investors are more interested in corporate transparency than ever before, and generally companies are taking notice of these interests and prioritizing environmental, social, and governance policies. Regulations, such as the European Green Deal, require enhanced due diligence in sourcing materials in supply chains, and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board suggests companies perform audits with product vendors. With blockchain, industries engaged in supply chains can track materials throughout the shipping process with real-time verification and guaranteed certainty. This can help companies verify that they source goods from sustainable sources and suppliers, as well as assist in reducing carbon footprints, making ESG disclosures more accurate, efficient, and sustainable due to the visibility of blockchain networks. New U.S. regulations imposing enhanced due diligence requirements of food distributors could feasibly work to push industry leaders towards blockchain technology in order to remain in compliance. Prior to this legislation, corporations like Walmart and Nestle had already begun efforts to implement blockchain technology for food tracking throughout their supply chains, regulations such as the proposed Food Safety Modernization Act for Food Traceability could work to push the rest of the industry in the same direction.

Managing all information associated with supply chain production and distribution is generally a challenge already, as seen in the past few years, during periods of global strife, supply chains may be subject to
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serious disruption. Not only would blockchain benefit environmental goals directly, but it would also work to strengthen global supply chains through its powerful cryptographic encryption and decentralized structure. Given that most supply chain logistics networks run on paper-based record-keeping systems, every company interacting with a product must retain a manual record. This paper-based system is subject to inconsistencies, ease of forgery, and long wait times, which may leave products stuck in ports waiting for a paper bill of lading to arrive. Switching to an entirely digital system based on blockchain technology can work to remove these inefficiencies with instant document verification, document transmission, and real-time verification, all the while retaining a level of security and immutability far exceeding that of a paper-based system. Industry attention towards blockchain comes in no small part, with companies such as UPS, Penske, and Salesforce forming the blockchain in Transport Alliance, with over five hundred members in twenty-five countries. Other major industry leaders such as Maersk and IBM collaborated to create the TradeLens platform using blockchain technology aiming to establish greater collaboration and trust within the global shipping industry.

On a smaller level, some private blockchain-based projects such as Mattereum are emerging to address industry efficiency issues and are working to revolutionize supply chains through tracking production of materials as well as assets like carbon credits. A reality in this space, however, is that these types of solutions, such as incentivizing sustainability practices, received attention for years past. The concern is whether, or more aptly when, these initiatives will reach scale and widespread adoption. But as already addressed, this is already occurring in the blockchain industry and the traditional world. Tata Steel, a major Indian steel producer stepped into the blockchain space along with HSBC,
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transacting using smart contracts to enable an end-to-end paperless deal entirely on the Contour blockchain network. The Contour blockchain network enables connection between transacting parties virtually with the security and trust unique to blockchain networks; presenting the opportunity to both digitize and automate traditional legal documents in international deals, such as a bill of lading between a bank and the respective parties to a given transaction. Utilizing a decentralized blockchain and the benefits inherent to it allows for all legal aspects associated with international trade deals to be run through automated smart contracts, and allows real-time verification of information relevant to the transaction at every step of the process.

Blockchain technology in supply chains and international transactions substantially reduces the time required for document negotiation and bank transactions from weeks to a matter of days. With this massive improvement in efficiency, the associated energy costs saved from slashing contract settlement throughout the shipping process to only a few days would be enormous. Widespread adoption in supply automation through this technology would push the industry further towards environmental sustainability goals and drastically optimize supply chain efficiency.

CONCLUSION

While still nascent, blockchain innovation is no longer on its way, it is already here. This technology stands to revolutionize the way in which traditional industries operate and improve efficiency and corporate transparency by orders of magnitude. While world leaders still squabble over the potential environmental concerns set forth by the first ever iterations of blockchain technology, the industry has evolved towards environmental sustainability in various fronts. However, the
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industry is not without its environmental shortcomings, and presently 
the largest blockchain networks stand to provide substantial financial 
benefits to those taking part while also posing significant environmental 
risks. This Note sets out to outline the major environmental consider-
ations most prevalent to the federal discussion of blockchain technology, 
laying out the international conversation around the technology and the 
patchwork approach to regulation that continues to build in the United 
States. Without federal guidance based on due diligence into the industry, 
this patchwork will continue to emerge without any universal attention to 
the potential environmental costs associated. Not only can federal guidance 
provide a solution that stands to benefit both blockchain and the renew-
able energy industry, but also work to facilitate blockchain innovation in 
the United States in manners attendant to achieving environmental 
sustainability goals. Without U.S. lawmakers moving past irrational 
fears of the industry, they will continue to fall behind on the interna-
tional level on blockchain-based development.
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